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CHAPEL HILL -- Town staff members have rejected a proposed deer hunt inside town limits, saying too many people live too close together to take out enough deer.
The Chapel Hill Town Council will discuss the recommendation Monday. It follows three requests to cull herds that residents say destroy gardens and spread disease-carrying ticks.
In November, the town's sustainability committee, a citizen advisory board, asked the town to join the state's urban archery program. The program sets up a special hunt outside normal
hunting season for bow hunters to kill deer in designated areas.
In a memo to the council, staff leaders say a hunt would be safe only in limited areas. It would have to kill a lot of
animals and be repeated, and wounded animals might need to be tracked onto private property.
"We do not believe an urban hunt is a viable option for the town," says the memo from leaders of the police,
public works, and parks and recreation departments.
Instead, they recommend the town provide information to residents who want to protect their gardens.
Despite the staff veto, a spokesman for the Chapel Hill Police Department says no rule bans bowhunting in
season on private property where the landowner says it is OK.
Chapel Hill prohibits the discharge of firearms inside town limits, but "there is no ordinance that speaks to bows
and arrows," Lt. Kevin Gunter said.
That doesn't make bow hunting in town safe, he said.
"If an arrow strikes a tree and ricochets, it is a projectile that could cause death or serious injury," Gunter said.
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LATEST COMMENT
Sailey wrote on January, 13 9:20 AM:
I am okay with hunting deer for food. However, I find killing an animal just because it is
"inconvenient" to be the height of arrogance and laziness. At various times, I have had
squirrels and bats in my attic, and rabbits are the primary consumers of my garden. The
answer was to seal the entrances - not shoot them. I am much more likely to get a disease
from, or collide with, another human than any deer. Deer-proof your garden if you must have
one, wear repellent, and be alert while driving. We are the species that is going "beserk" with
paranoia about overblown dangers associated with another species.
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